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DESIGN OF A HEAT EXCHANGER FOR INTENSE COOLING OF INLET BLEED
AIR AT HIGH MACH NUMBERS

ERIN TESNY
ABSTRACT

Boundary-layer bleed is typically used in supersonic aircraft inlets to improve inlet
performance and enhance inlet stability. At Mach numbers above 3.0, the bleed air is at high

temperature and low pressure, necessitating large bleed ducts that add significant weight
and volume to the vehicle. A heat exchanger using cryogenic fuel as the working fluid

is a potential method of rapidly cooling the bleed air. An initial proof-of-concept design
has been proposed by NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC). However, the feasibility and
efficiency of such a device remains unknown. This project intends to create a combined

fluid & thermal model of the heat exchanger to predict its efficiency and load capabilities,
and then investigate how the design can be improved.

A computational fluid dynamics model was set up using two different available
tools to investigate different aspects of the design: tube orientation and tube profile. First,
variations on the original heat exchanger were tested with different tube angles relative to
the incoming flow. Then more complicated geometry was investigated where the profile
of the straight tubes was twisted to create the appearance of plaited strands. These twisted

braids were a way to increase the turbulence of the air flow past the tubes.
The results of the simulations found that a twisted tube configuration gives the high
est heat transfer rate and results in the greatest number of elements cooled at or below the

liquefaction temperature of air. However, a straight-tubed configuration represented by a

cross-section in the twisted tube models performed almost as well as both twisted configu
rations. Due to ease in manufacturing, this may be the most practical heat exchanger design

for this application.
The ability to efficiently cool bleed air through a compact heat exchanger could

iii

have potential benefits in aerospace applications. If the air could be cooled to the point
of liquefaction, it could serve as an auxiliary coolant aboard aircraft and space vehicles,

and potentially as an oxidizer in an auxiliary propulsion unit. This study will establish the

performance of a proof-of-concept heat exchanger in support of future aerospace projects.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Bleed air from the boundary layer of high-speed aircraft inlets allows for increased

performance and stability (Fig 1.) [15] [6]. At high Mach numbers, the bleed air is at high

temperature and low pressure, necessitating large bleed-air ducts that increase both vehicle

drag and weight (Fig 2.). Intensely cooling the bleed air would reduce these effects by

decreasing the necessary duct size. In addition to decreased duct size, the use of liquid air
as a coolant is a possible solution to on-board cooling and thermal needs of various aircraft.

The ability to quickly produce sufficient amounts of liquefied air is a potential benefit to
certain aerospace applications of interest to the aerospace community. However, current

technology levels do not include a method of rapid production of liquid air for high speed
aircraft. One possible method of cooling the bleed air is through a heat exchanger that uses

a cryogenic fuel as the working fluid. Here we explore the design and feasibility of such a
device that uses liquid hydrogen.

The purpose of this project is to access the ability of a previously proposed heat

exchanger intended for use in a proof-of-concept (POC) test for quickly cooling air at high
temperature and low pressures. NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) developed a prelim
inary design for such a compact heat exchanger several years ago. However, because a

suitable test facility could not be identified, the fabrication and test of the heat exchanger
was not performed. The preliminary design was based on basic heat exchanger relation-
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Figure 1.: Mixed Compression Inlet with Bleed Flow [15]

Figure 2.: CCE-LIMX Inlet with Bleed Ducts [15]
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ships and no computational modeling was ever done to validate the design. The first part
of this project is to evaluate the preliminary design using computational fluid dynamics.

Then the focus will move on to possible improvements to the heat exchanger efficiency by
varying a few key design parameters.

1.1

Literature Review

1.1.1

General Heat Exchanger Design
The purpose of a heat exchanger is to move heat energy from one fluid stream to

another. The driving factors of this interaction are the temperature difference between the

two fluids streams, the thermal properties of the fluids, and the heat exchanger geometry [5].
These three variables are present in the the governing equation for convective heat transfer

rate, Newton’s Law of Cooling.

Q = hAAT

(1.1)

Here, the heat transfer rate Q is a function of h, the heat transfer coefficient, A, the
surface area, and A T, the temperature different between the two fluids. Only A, the surface

area, is a function of the heat exchanger geometry. If the fluid inlet conditions are set, as

they are in the proof-of-concept test of interest in this study, the only parameter that can be
varied in order to improve heat transfer rate is the surface area.

The geometry that dictates the surface area of a heat exchanger can be manipulated
in many different ways. Within the typical shell and tube design, several factors go into

determining the device heat transfer rate such as tube configuration, number of tubes, tube
diameter and length, as well as tube and shell material [2] [5]. This work will specifically

focus on the effect of tube configuration.
Tube configuration and the direction of the fluid flow both have a significant impact

3

PARALLEL FLOW

COUNTER FLOW

CROSS FLOW

Figure 3.: Parllel, Counter, and Cross Flow Heat Exchanger Configurations
on heat exchanger performance [5]. Tube and shell heat exchangers are typically found in
three different fluid flow combinations: parallel flow, counter flow, and cross flow (Fig 3.).
Parallel flow indicates that both tube and shell fluids enter and exit the heat exchanger at the
same location. This configuration offers the lowest possible heat transfer rate, because the

temperature difference between the fluids is not constant [5]. Conversely, counter flow heat
exchangers have the hot and cold fluids exiting and entering the device at opposite ends,
so that the temperature different between them is constant along the length of the heat

exchanger. Cross flow heat exchangers have the two fluids moving perpendicularly to each
other, so again the temperature difference between fluids is not constant along the device.
Both parallel flow and counter flow configurations will have the exact same surface area

between the two fluids. Because of the different orientation of cross flow heat exchagners,

a correction factor has to be used to account for the fact that the shell-side fluid only makes
direct contact with a portion of the tube area [2].
Heat exchanger efficiency (n) is determined by dividing the theoretical maximum
heat transfer rate (Qmax) out of the device with the actual heat transfer rate (Qactual). The

maximum possible heat transfer rate is calculated using the temperature difference between
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the cold and hot fluid at their respective inlets (Tc,in and Th,in) and the lower of the two
fluid’s specific heat multiplied by its mass flow rate (Cmin).

Qmax = Cmin (Th,in

Q actual

mhcp,h(Th,m

Th,out

-

(1.2)

Tc,in)

mccp,c(Tc,in

Tc,out)

Qactual

n = —------Qmax

(1.3)

(1.4)

Heat exchanger efficiency allows for a single metric with which to compare different

heat exchanger geometries with the same initial conditions. Between all the cases tested
in this study, the only variable output parameter will be the outlet temperature of the hot
fluid. Therefore, Th,out will be the used as the main metric by which to compare different
designs as other contributions to the heat exchanger efficiency will be the same across all

configurations. A lower outlet temperature equates with a higher Qactual and therefore a
higher efficiency.

1.1.2

Helical and Twisted Tube Designs
Heat exchangers designed for intense cooling of room temperature gases are in

widespread use in the oil and aerospace industries. In particular, the radial heat exchanger
design using either fins or a series or tube bundles has been around for several decades [1]

[4]. This design is often employed in oil coolers for use in combustion engines and steam

generators [10] [26]. It for these reasons, and ease of use in the original test set-up, that a

radial heat exchanger was chosen for the POC design used in this project.
Methods of increasing heat transfer rates in heat exchanger tubes has long been

of interest to both academia and industry [1]. Traditional shell and tube heat exchangers
employ straight tubes within a shell manifold in order to transfer heat between two fluids
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of different temperatures. However, alternate designs have been proposed that utilize a

series of helical coils in lieu of straight tubes [12] [26]. Radial heat exchangers that utilize
helical coils are of a particular advantage because of the increased surface area between

the two fluids [7] [11]. It is well documented in the literature that curved tubes increase
the turbulence in the flow by introducing a secondary, radial flow to the bulk flow of the
tube [8] [22]. Increased turbulence results in increased heat transfer at the wall . Similarly,

in straight tubes changing the cross-section from circular to elliptical has resulted in a
secondary flow that also induces higher turbulence and heat transfer rates at the wall [13].
It was for this reason that a slotted cross-section was chosen for the original heat exchanger

in place of a circular one.

In lieu of helical coils over straight tubes, twisted tubes that are rotated about their

own central access have also been of interest for design in heat exchangers [21]. For certain
elliptical cross-sections it has been shown that twisting around a central axis increases tur

bulence (and therefore heat transfer) with smaller frictional losses than in coiled tubes [18].
This design has been observed in natural heat exchangers as well, such as the vasculature

in the gills of certain fish and the fins of whales [17] [14]. However, the shell side flow

is of principal interest to this study. The ability to extract heat from the air is the primary
function of the POC heat exchanger, and the thermodynamics of the tube-side flow will not
be the main focus of this work.

More recently, there has been interest in the heat transfer on the shell side of twisted
tube heat exchangers. Several computational fluid dynamics studies have shown that pitch

angle affects the Nusselt Number, Nu, of shell side flows in twisted tube heat exchangers

[20]. The Nusselt Number is a dimensionless value that is a function of the characteristic

length of the model, L, the heat transfer coefficient, h, and the thermal conductivity of
the wall, k (Eq 1.5). A higher Nusselt Number indicates a higher heat transfer coefficient,

which translates to a higher heat transfer rate (Eq 1.1).
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hL

Nu = K

(1.5)

Additionally, it has been found that the ratio of the major to minor axis of the ellip
tical cross-section of the tubes plays a critical roll in determining the Nusselt Number for a
given Reynolds Number. Because the inlet conditions of the air are fixed for the proposed

POC concept, this study will focus on increasing the Nusselt Number (and therefore the

heat transfer coefficient and heat transfer rate) of the shell side fluid by changing the tube

geometry.

1.1.3

Original Heat Exchanger Designed by GRC
The POC heat exchanger developed at NASA GRC will be the point-of-departure

for this study [15] [16]. The original device was designed for a POC test that was to be
conducted at NASA GRC but a suitable test facility within the project budget was not avail
able. The limitations imposed by the test rig designed for this original study will be used
to dictate the boundary conditions of the heat exchanger performance. The original POC
design utilized a radial heat exchanger where the bleed air enters through the wall a central

circular primary flow path and moves radially outward past the liquid hydrogen tubing (Fig

4.). The original design was meant to be additively manufactured as a single component.
Aluminum was chosen as the tubing material due to its high thermal conductivity and light

weight. Each hydrogen tube makes seven passes through the chamber, moving inward with
each pass. The hydrogen tubes are positioned at a 45° angle relative to the radial core flow

of air so that each individual pass can be thought of as its own cross-flow heat exchanger

(Fig 5.). The small-scale POC test was designed to bleed and cool around 1% of the test
section inflow, with an approximate bleed air flow rate of 0.0172 kg/s [16].

The heat exchanger is designed to cool the mass flow rate of air dictated by the test
rig down to just above its liquefaction point of 64.5K at 6.89 kP [16]. It is assumed that
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100% of the stoichiometrically required hydrogen is available to cool the air. Fouling of
the heat exchanger is not accounted for in this analysis, nor is the condensation of water

vapor or carbon dioxide suspended in the air. It is assumed that for the POC test dry air
will be used in the testing facility.
Fluid

Temperature (K)

Pressure (kPa)

Flow Rate (kg/s)

Phase

Hydrogen
Air

20
300

1550
6.89

0.0252
0.0172

Supercritical
Vapor

Table I.: Inlet Fluid Properties of each Flow Path in Original Heat Exchanger

The angled tube configuration allows for more surface area between the two fluids.
The 45 ◦ angle also directs the outward radial flow of the air so that each individual stream

hits the next row of tubes at an angle of 90°

1.1.4

Initial Design Calculations
The original design of the heat exchanger consisted of 350 straight tubes with slot

shaped cross-sections ofa high aspect ratio of 5:1 to increase the surface area per tube (Fig

5.). The tubes are arranged in seven concentric circles of fifty tubes each. Therefore each
individual row of tubes can be analyzed as a single cross-flow heat exchanger, for a total of

seven cross-flow heat exchangers. The simple energy balance for a heat exchanger equates
the heat transfer rate required to cool the hot fluid with the rate required to heat the cold

fluid [2]. An initial calculation was done at the time of the original design to estimate the

amount of energy required to cool the air down to its liquefaction point. This calculation
will be reproduced here so that the original conditions of the problem are fully understood.
Returning to the efficiency equation found in Chapter 1.1, the maximum amount

of heat that could be transferred in a heat exchanger with these given inlet conditions is
4,840W. Using a specific heat (cp) of 1004.9 J/kg-K for air at room temperature and 6.89
kPa, approximately 4,070W of heat must be removed from the air to cool all the mass down
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to just above its liquefaction point. So the initial design presumes an efficiency of 84.1%.
However, this original analysis did not account for any heat lost to the wall of the hydrogen

tubes, or to the frictional losses along the length of the hydrogen tubing. The calculations
to determine the mass flow rate of the hydrogen are no longer available, nor is the assumed
outlet temperature of the hydrogen flow. For these reasons, among others discussed later

in the analysis, the fluid dynamics and the thermodynamics of the hydrogen will not be

included in this analysis.

Q cooling

mcp(Th,mitial - Th,f inal )

Q condensing

m hvap

(1.6)

(1.7)

Just as evaporation is an endothermic process, its converse condensation is exother

mic and releases energy. This heat, Qcondensing , is found by multiplying the mass flow rate

of the air, m, by the heat of vaporization of the air, hvap. However, because condensation

is an exothermic process, a further 3,745W of heat would be released by the air. This heat
would likely be quickly dissipated through the heat exchanger wall. This process will not

be modeled in this study.

1.1.5

Helical Tube Design Improvement
Typically helical or twisted tube designs are introduced in order to increase turbu

lence of the tube fluid. However, at the given inlet conditions specified in the test plan for

this heat exchanger, the hydrogen flow is already highly turbulent (based on the hydraulic
diameter of the tube cross-section) with Reynolds Numbers exceeding 16,000, which is

well above the 2300 turbulence threshold for flow through a pipe. Therefore adding more
complex geometry is not likely to significantly increase the turbulence of the flow or the

heat transfer rate of the hydrogen to the air. The air flow, however, remains at much lower
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Reynolds Numbers (3,000 < Re < 4,000) as it moves through the heat exchanger. Intro
ducing twisted hydrogen tubes may disrupt the air flow more than the angled tubes, and

therefore increasing turbulence and improving heat transfer rates.

In order to improve heat exchanger efficiency, the geometry of the hydrogen tubes
was changed from a straight tube to a tube twisted around its center axis. Previous work has

already shown that this increases the turbulence in both the tube side and shell side fluids

in a heat exchanger [20]. However, for the given tube size and flow rate specified for the
POC test for this heat exchanger, the tube-side flow is already highly turbulent (Reynolds

Number > 16,000). Therefore the objective of adding in the twisted tubes was to increase
the turbulence of the shell-side flow.

1.2

Problem Statement
The goal of this work will be to access the ability of the original heat exchanger

to cool 100% of the previously specified mass flow down to its liquefaction temperature
and to improve upon the original design. The metrics used will be average air outlet tem
perature, heat transfer rate from the hydrogen tube walls to the air, and the amount of air
that reaches the liquefaction temperature. This assessment will be done using two different

computational fluid dynamics models. The first tool will be SolidWorks Flow Simulation,
and the second, the more robust and higher fidelity ANSYS Fluent. At the conclusion of

the study a recommendation will be made for a fabrication design for the heat exchanger.

1.2.1

Straight, Angled Tube Configurations
The original design placed the hydrogen tubes at a 45 ◦ angle relative to the incoming

radial air flow (Fig 5.). The first part of this study attempted to improve on the design by

investigating the effect of different tube angles on heat exchanger performance. The tube
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was modified from 0° to 80° to investigate which angle resulted in the greatest heat transfer

between fluids (Fig 7.). A 90° configuration could not be tested because the hydrogen tubes
began to overlap when placed at this angle (Fig 6.). At 80° gap between the first row of

tubes is large enough for the air to pass through without choking, reaching a max Mach
Number of 0.52. The average outlet temperature of the air was used as a qualitative metric

of the heat transfer rate because the two are proportional (Eqs 1.1,1.4). For each angle
eight different hydrogen flow rates were tested from 0.0123-0.403 kg/s (Table II). These

flow rates were chosen as they were even multiples of the original flow rate of 2.517E-03
kg/s designated in the test requirements document [16]. Because there was no remaining

documentation of why the given hydrogen flow rate was chosen, a wide range of flow rates
was initially tested in the CFD simulations.

1.2.2

Twisted Tube Configurations
To further improve the original heat exchanger performance, the straight tubes in

the heat exchanger were twisted in order to increase turbulence and heat transfer. Two

different twisted tube configurations were tested, each with a different pitch. The pitches
chosen were 104 mm and 52 mm. Previous work showed that tube pitch was one of two key

factors that affects shell-side turbulence, the other being the ratio of the major and minor
diameter of the elliptical cross-section of the tube [21]. Because the tube is of a fixed size

for this test, pitch was chosen as the variable parameter. It has been shown that the optimal
tube pitch is ten times greater than the major diameter of the elliptical cross-section of the
tube (in this case 5.2mm), so this was chosen as the first tube pitch, 52 mm [21]. A second
tube pitch, 104mm, was also modeled in order to see if any trend emerged between pitch

lengths (Fig 8.) .
Several challenges arose in creating the twisted tube geometry which created the

need for more test cases. Firstly, twisting each tube in a row exactly 360° from the same
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starting configuration created overlap in the first row of tubes, similar to what happens
when modeling a 90° tube angle (Fig. 6.). This same problem was encountered when

creating the angled tube configurations, and was the reason a 90° tube angle was not tested.
As a solution, every other tube in a given row was initially rotated 90°. As a result the tubes

in the first row were always at 90° from the neighboring tube when twisted, and did not
overlap.

This new configuration created two unique cross-sections of angled tubes that were

not tested in the original straight angled tube configurations (Fig 9.). This will be referred

as the “Brick” and “Leaf” (Fig 10.) . These two configurations were first tested as the
angled tube configurations in Chapter 3, both in Flow Simulation and Fluent. The same
meshing and boundary condition parameters were applied as for the previous straight tube

models in Fluent.
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Figure 4.: Side view of original Heat Exchanger [16]
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Figure 5.: Top-Down View of Heat Exchanger Showing 45° Angle of Hydrogen Tube
Relative to Radial Air Flow

Figure 6.: Top View of 90° tube angle showing overlap in first row of tubes
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Figure 7.: Top View of Heat Exchanger Slice with Different Hydrogen Tube Angles

Figure 8.: Individual Twisted Tubes Showing Two Different Pitch Lengths
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Figure 9.: TwistP2 Model with Cross-Sections Brick and Leaf Highlighted

Figure 10.: Top view cross-section of twisted tube configuration showing Brick and Leaf
patterns
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CHAPTER II

Methodology

2.1

Computational Fluid Dynamics Description
Computational fluid dynamics models were used to validate the hand calculations

used in the preliminary design to predict heat exchanger efficiency. Simulations were first

developed using Solidworks Flow Simulation, and then later adapted to ANSYS Fluent for
higher fidelity results. Computational Fluid Dynamics is a method of analytically solving
the governing equations of fluid dynamics: continuity, Navier-Stokes, and energy equation

[3](3.1-3.4). One method of solving these equations is the Finite Volume Method (FVM).
FVM discretizes the computational domain into individual 3-D rectangular cells or volumes

[19]. It then integrates and solves the governing equations across each element [3].

d (pvi)

dxi

dp

(2.1)

+ dt = 0

d(pvi) + d (pvj vi) = dTij + dp
dt
dxj
dxj
dxi

dieEl+dj = **(£' + . (Tijvi)

dt

dxj

dxj^j /

dxj

where Tij is the shear stress tensor:
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dxj

(2.2)

(2.3)

2 dvk

Tij = ^

(2.4)

3 dxk

While some CFD solvers solve the time-dependent governing equations, others use
the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) (3.5). Reynolds Averaging allows

for a smoothing of the flow.

r d
„
d
d
1
P — (v2) + — (viVj ) + ^—(ViVk) =

dxi

dp +

d
dxi

-

-j—1
Pv0vj

d

dxj

dxk
[ dvi

d dVi
d d
\dj - pvivk)+dxk ^âxk

- pvi

vJJ

dxj

(2.5)

In order to solve these equations for turbulent flow, CFD software will use one of
several turbulence models to introduce two new transport equations to solve the governing
equations. The k- method introduces two new variables: k, the turbulent energy, and e, the

turbulent dissipation [23].

k 2(UI )2

(2.6)

where U is the mean flow velocity the and I is the turbulence intensity.

3k3

e

= CT

(2.7)

Here, C^ is the turbulence model constant and l is the turbulent length scale. The

initial input values given to the simulation were left at the default values of k = 1.0 m2/s2
and e = 1.0 m2/s3.

2.1.1

SolidWorks Flow Simulation
SolidWorks Flow Simulation is the available add-on for computational fluid dynam

ics that is built into the main SolidWorks CAD package. This tool was originally chosen
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Figure 11.: Flow Simulation model of heat exchanger showing air outlet face and centerline

because it was already familiar to the author and easily integrated with the existing ge

ometry already designed in SOLIDWORKS. Flow Simulation is a Finite Volume Method
solver [19]. Flow Simulation is capable of modeling compressible, viscous flows in steady
state or transient condition and uses the k-e turbulence model.

All of the simulations run for this study were steady-state calculations, so all of the
time-dependent terms would drop out of equations 3.1-3.3. Flow Simulation is capable

of modeling two separate fluid subdomains (one for air and one for hydrogen) and one
solid subdomain (the aluminum walls of the heat exchanger), so all elements of the heat

exchanger were modeled.

Because both fluid flows are internal, Flow Simulation requires closed subdomains
to have capped lids. To close the sides of the heat exchanger, a “case” part was introduced

into the assembly in order to fully close both flow paths. This case was modeled as a
insulator material (no net heat flow across it). Flow Simulation has compressible air as an

option in its fluid database, but the properties of supercritical hydrogen had to be created
as a user-defined fluid. Hydrogen properties were extracted from the REFPROP NIST 9.1
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database. The gravity vector was set to zero for these simulations.

Figure 12.: SolidWorks Flow Simulation model of heat exchanger showing Computational
Domain and area of Local Mesh in green

A grid refinement was done with the 45° model. The number of elements was

increased until the outlet temperature of the air did not change with increasing elements
(Fig 13.). These final mesh settings were used so that the fewest number of elements was
used to get the constant outlet temperature to save on computational time. FS only has

two knobs to turn in order to control the mesh size: Global Mesh Setting and Local Mesh
Setting. The Global Mesh is set over the entire computational domain and can be set from

1 (very coarse) to 7 (fine). Similarly, a Local Mesh can be set around a certain area of the

model and is also rated from 1-7. For these simulations, the Global Mesh Control was set
at 3, and a Local Mesh at setting 4 was seeded around the hydrogen tube itself (Fig 12.).
The final settings used 1,555,000 elements. The same automatic mesh controls were used

for all simulation runs.
The boundary conditions set for each of these simulations were the same, i.e., in-
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Figure 13.: Grid Convergence Showing Average Air Outlet Temperature vs. Number of
Cells in Model

dependent of tube angle. The inlet mass flow and temperature were specified on the inlet
face. All simulations were steady-state. A convergence goal was set at both the hydrogen

and air outlet surfaces so that steady-state was reached when the outlet mass flow reached

within 0.0001% of the specified inlet mass flow.
Face

Type

Flow Rate (kg/s)

Temperature (K)

Pressure (kPa)

Air Inlet
Air Outlet
LH2 Inlet
LH2 Outlet
Al Walls
Case Walls

Mass Flow Inlet
Mass Flow Outlet
Mass Flow Inlet
Mass Flow Outlet
Real Wall
Real Wall

0.0172
0.0172
Various
various
-

300
300
20
20
No HT

6.894
1550
1550
-

Table II.: Flow Simulation Boundary Conditions
Revisiting the SolidWorks Flow Simulation models for the twisted tube models ne

cessitated changing the model and re-running some previous cases in order to get an apples
to apples comparison with the Fluent results. Because the original outlet surface used in

FS was the surface at the bottom of the heat exchanger, this does not allow for an accurate
21

comparison with Fluent where the flow exiting at the outer radius of the model. The three
tube angles run in Fluent (15°, 45°, and 75^) were then re-run in FS, using the outer surface

of the heat exchanger as the outlet (Fig 14.). When extracting the average temperature from
the outlet surface, it was found that the surface was colder at the bottom and top regions

because of the conduction from the aluminum wall material. For this reason, the outlet
temperature was only extracted along a single line running down the middle of the outlet
surface that omitted the 2.5cm closest the the top and bottom surfaces (Fig 11.). The outlet

temperatures for these three models again showed an aberrant pattern where the 45°model
had a higher outlet temperature than the 15° model, even though for all other models a
higher angle indicated lower outlet temperatures (Fig 27.). This behavior may be explained

by the assymetrical results found in the Fluent model for the 45° model (Fig 24.).

Figure 14.: Flow Simulation model showing Case, and Updated Flow Path Inlet and Outlets
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2.1.2

Software Limitations
Although FS allows for a quick turnaround for design screening, it has several limi

tations as a computational fluid dynamics solver. For example, the user does not have direct

control over the mesh generation and this process is largely automated. It is cumbersome
to input controls to finely mesh a boundary layer or other small features with the preci

sion found in other CFD solvers. This technique saves on computational time and allows

for rough system-level analysis but is less accurate for observing boundary-layer flow or
precise measurements. Because of the complex geometry of the tube configuration, it was
unknown how accurate the results from FS were. Additionally, FS does not have the ca

pability to model two-phase flow, and therefore cannot capture air condensation. For these
reasons, ANSYS Fluent was chosen to supplement the original results.

2.1.3

ANSYS Fluent
Fluent offers much higher fidelity results than Flow Simulation, but at the cost of

greatly increased computational time. Because of the computational cost of running the

Fluent model with both air and supercritical liquid hydrogen, the model was simplified
and only air was modeled. The wall was similarly omitted and a boundary temperature
applied along the outer surface of the submodel where the air would be in contact with the

aluminum wall of the heat exchanger.
ANSYS Fluent was initially chosen for this project because of its ability to model
two-phase flow. This capability would be critical in determining how much, if any, of the
air liquefied while passing through the heat exchanger. Unfortunately, modeling two-phase

flow proved to be too computationally expensive for the hardware available to this project,
and so the model remained single-phase. Therefore the same metric, the average outlet
temperature, will be used to evaluate heat exchanger efficiency as in the Flow Simulation

model.
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Computational fluid dynamics models were set up using ANSYS Fluent through

ANSYS Workbench. Geometry was extracted from the model in SolidWorks and then

imported and prepared for meshing in SpaceClaim. Once imported into ANSYS, the model
was meshed using the built-in meshing software for Fluent. While a 10% radial slice was
used for the SolidWorks Flow Simulation model, a smaller 2% radial slice of the heat

exchanger was used to cut down on computation time. Two percent was chosen because

this was the smallest slice possible that included two tubes per row, so as to accurately
observe the flow between tubes as moved from row to row. Due to the vertical symmetry
along the height of the heat exchanger, the slice was further reduced to only 20 cm in height

(Fig 15.).

Face

Type

Flow Rate (kg/s)

Temperature (K)

Pressure (kPa)

Inlet
Outlet
Top
Bottom
Left
Right
Tube Wall Row 1
Tube Wall Row 2
Tube Wall Row 3
Tube Wall Row 4
Tube Wall Row 5
Tube Wall Row 6
Tube Wall Row 7

Mass Flow Inlet
Mass Flow Outlet
Symmetry
Symmetry
Periodic
Periodic
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall

mdot1
mdot1
-

300
300
29.6
27.9
26.8
26.0
25.4
24.8
23.4

6.894
-

Table III.: ANSYS Fluent Boundary Conditions

The hydrogen and aluminum tubing of the heat exchanger were excluded from the
model to reduce computational cost. Instead, temperature boundary conditions were ap
plied to the walls to simulate the heat transfer from the hydrogen through the aluminum.

The temperatures were extracted through the Flow Simulation model. Flow Simulation has
the capability to extract the average temperature of a surface after a run has completed.

Even though the surface temperature varies along the length of the tube, the average tem
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perature was used in order to simplify the Fluent model and cut down on computational
time. The same temperatures were used for all simulations in Fluent because they were

not found to vary much between geometries at a given hydrogen flow rate in Flow Simu
lation. Because the Flow Simulation relation results showed that the air was only cooled

down to near its liquefaction temperature for the largest hydrogen flow rate tested (0.403

kg/s), only the average tube surface temperatures for those runs were used for the Fluent

model. Because the pattern of increasing tube angle leading to lower outlet temperatures
was demonstrated in FS, only three tube angles were chosen to replicate in Fluent: 15°,

45°, and 75°. The 80° model could not be modeled in ANSYS because of meshing limits

present in SpaceClaim, so 75° was used instead.

The top and bottom surfaces of the fluid domain were assigned a “Symmetry”
boundary condition, which indicates that there is a net flux of zero of all quantities (mass,
momentum, and heat) across the boundary between them (Fig 15.). The Left and Right

faces of the domain were given a “Periodic” boundary condition, so that cells on the right

face would see cells on the left face as adjacent. This way fluid could pass from one side

of the model to the other, mimicking the repeating pattern of the heat exchanger itself. It
was found that curved periodic faces that did not include partial hydrogen tube walls would

make it easier for the model to converge. All Boundary Conditions are listed in Table III.

The mass flow rate of the air applied to the Inlet (mdot1) was scaled to a portion of the

overall air flow rate (0.0172 kg/s) as a fraction of the total inlet area of the heat exchanger

is represented.
The same meshing parameters were used for all angled tube models (Fig 16.). An

Mesh Element Size of 0.025” was used for the entire body. Then the boundary layer around
the hydrogen tubes was finely meshed, with a First Layer Thickness of 1.25e-03”, an infla

tion rate 1.2 and a total of 15 layers (Fig 17.). A grid refined was performed for the first 45°
tube model using the same technique described for the Flow Simulation model. The same
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Figure 15.: Diagram of Fluid Subdomain used in ANSYS Fluent with Faces Labeled

parameters used for all subsequent models. The final model had 1.5-1.6 million elements.
The air properties were taken from the REFPROP NIST 9.1 database. Fluent only

accepts properties as a function of temperature, so all values were pulled at a constant
pressure of 6.89 kPa, the inlet pressure of the air. The property values were curve fit to a

polynomial function and the coefficients input into Fluent for air density, viscosity, thermal
conductivity, and specific heat. A convergence goal for the residuals was set at 1e-06 for

continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velcocity, k, omega, and energy.
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Figure 16.: Fluent Mesh of 45° model

Figure 17.: Fluent Mesh Showing Boundary Layer of 45° model
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CHAPTER III
Results

3.1

Straight Angled Tube Configuration Results

3.1.1

Summary of Initial Findings
The average outlet temperature of the air was shown to decrease with increasing

hydrogen mass flow (Fig 18.). Similarly, the average outlet air temperature decreased with
increasing angle relative to the flow for the same mass flow rate. This is likely due to

the increase in surface area perpendicular to the incoming air flow. Because the outlet

temperature is linearly related to heat transfer rate, the heat transfer rate increases with
mass flow as well (Eq 1.1) There is a discrepancy in the data trend that shows the 45°

configuration results in a high outlet temperature and therefore lower heat transfer rate
than the 30° configuration. This may be due to the limitations of the mesh size used and

needs further study. The 80° configuration was the closest to the theoretical maximum heat
transfer rate. However, although the 80° angle configuration resulted in the lowest outlet

temperature (and therefore the greatest heat transfer rate), placing the tubes at this angle
may be impractical from a mechanical design perspective. Placing the tubes at this angle
may induce excessive stresses on the tubes leading to yield or buckling. Further study is
needed to confirm that this configuration is a realistic design.
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Additionally, only the largest hydrogen flow rate tested was able to cool the air
down to near its liquefaction point. This flow rate is sixteen times that of the one originally

calculated and proposed in the Test Requirements document. Because the calculations used
to determined the original flow rate are not available, this is likely due to the heat lost to the

hydrogen tube wall, frictional losses in the pipe, or other inefficiencies found in the high
pressure flow. However, this largest hydrogen flow rate will be the only one carried over
into the other simulations in this study because it was the only one to effectively cool down
the air to its liquefaction temperature. Further work will be needed to correctly determine

Figure 18.: Air Outlet Temperature vs. Hydrogen Mass Flow

3.1.2

Straight Tube Results
The temperature contours of each of the three straight tube configurations shows

a predictable pattern as the flow is cooled as moves past the tube walls (Figs 21.-23.).
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However, there is some discrepancy between the three in terms of the flow patterns that are
seen in the velocity magnitude contours. The contour plot for the 45° shows an asymmetry

in the flow paths near the outlet of the flow region (Fig 22.,21. ). Although the same
meshing parameters, in particular the periodic boundary set up, was the same between all

models, the 15° did not show this asymmetry. Additionally, the 45° model did not reach as
low convergence values as the 15° , and the residuals did not flatten out but continued to
oscillate even after 3,000 iterations (Fig 19.,20.). To discover if this was indeed a physical
phenomenon (e.g. some transient oscillating flow) or an artifact of the model or mesh, the

45° model was re-run using straight-edged left and right faces. This model did include

partial hydrogen tube walls, and the flow rate was scaled according to the inlet area.
Interesting, the same asymmetry was present in the straight-edged 45° model as in
the original (Fig 24.). However, in the straight-edged version the pattern was shifted one

column to the right. There is also an increase in turbulent kinetic energy at the location
where the flows from the last tube row intersect each other(Fig 25.) . This could indicate

that there is indeed an oscillation going on between the air streams that cannot be captured

by a steady-state model. Further investigation is needed to determine the extent of this flow

pattern on heat transfer rates.

Iterations

Figure 19.: Residuals of 45° model
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Figure 20.: Residuals of 15° model

3.1.3

Twisted Tube Results
Using these updated settings, the Leaf, Brick, and both 52mm and 104mm tube

pitches (TwistP1 and TwistP2, respectively) were modeled in FS. Results showed that the
angled tube configuration Leaf performed better than the 45° angled tube configuration
(Fig, 27., Fig. 26.). This is likely because the alternately angled tubes create a narrowing

passage in each row that the majority of the flow is forced to go through (Fig 28.). This
results in an acceleration of the flow past each tube of row, and increase in velocity results
in increased heat transfer rate. The Brick configuration performed slightly worse, with

outlet temperature 20-30K above the others (Fig 26.). This is unsurprising as it can be seen
that half the hydrogen tubes are positioned parallel to the flow, and therefore the minimum

possible heat transfer rate occurs between them (Fig 10.).
The full twisted tube configurations (TwistP1 and TwistP2) were then run using
SolidWorks Flow Simulation. The same mesh was used as with the straight tube configura

tions, with a Global Mesh rating of 3 and a Local Mesh of 4 over the region containing the
hydrogen tubes. Again only the largest flow rate (0.0403 kg/s) was used for the hydrogen

tube in order to allow for the greatest possible heat transfer rate between the fluids. The
final outlet air temperature was shown not to be as uniform as that of the straight tube con
figurations (Fig. 26.). To further clarify how the flow is affected by the twisted hydrogen
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6.64
62.72
58.80
54.88
50.96
47.04
43.12
39.20
35.28
31.36
27.44
23.52
19.60
15.68

6

300.00
283.73
267.46
251.19
234.92
218.65
202.38
186.11
169.84
153.56
137.29
121.02
104.75
88.48
72.21
55.94
39.67
23.40

11.76

Figure 21.: Cutplot showing velocity magnitude contours and temperature gradient of 15o
model

tubes, the simulations were repeated using ANSYS Fluent.
The two straight tube cross-sections Leaf and Brick were tested using the same
meshing parameters and settings used for the straight tube models in Chapter 3. The same

2% slice was used with a height of 20mm. The twisted tube models were lengthened to the

height of a single pitch, either 52 or 104mm respectively.

The Brick configuration results show that the majority of the flow does come into
contact with the hydrogen tubes and is channeled to the area between the two vertical tubes

(Fig 29.). This explains why the Brick configuration had the highest outlet temperatures
of all configurations (Fig 27.). The Leaf configuration performs much better, as the flow

is continually switching directions between tubes and is accelerated between rows, as was
expected given the SolidWorks Results (Fig. 27., 28.).

Interestingly, the Brick and Leaf cross-sections of both twisted tube configurations

show less uniformity in the flow than either the Brick or Leaf configurations by themselves
(Fig. 30.- 32.). This is likely because the constantly changing cross-section causes more
vertical flow in the twist model than in the straight tube models. When broken down into
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Figure 22. : Cutplot showing velocity magnitude contours and temperature gradient of 45O
model
tangential, axial, and radial components, it can be seen that there is substantially more axial
and tangential flow in the Twist1 configuration than in either the Brick of Leaf configura

tions (Fig. 35.-38.).

Overall, The Leaf, TwistP1, and TwistP2 models all gave lower outlet temperatures
and a higher heat transfer rate than all three of the straight angled tube models and the

Brick model. Among themselves the Leaf, TwistP1 and TwistP2 configurations have nearly

identical outlet temperatures and total amount of heat removed from the air (Fig 40., 39.).
Here all heat transfer rates were scaled to the mass flow rate of the straight angled tube

configurations. All three simulations show that the average temperature of the air exiting
the model is near the liquefaction temperature, even though none of them have a total heat
transfer rate within 1.0W of the amount that was calculated to need to be removed to cool

the air down to its liquefaction temperature. This is likely because the total heat transfer
rate is based on 100% of the mass reaching the liquefaction temperature, so even though

the average temperature may be near 64.5K, the bulk of the flow may still be above that
temperature.
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Figure 23. : Cutplot showing velocity magnitude contours and temperature gradient of 75°
model

In order to compute the efficiency of heat model, the total heat transfer rate was
scaled up with the mass flow rate of the entire heat exchanger. Two efficiencies were cal
culated: one compared to the absolute maximum heat transfer rate possible for the given

inlet conditions (Eq 1.2), and one compared to the maximum heat transfer rate if all of

the air was cooled to its liquefaction temperature (Eq 1.3) These two efficiencies will be re
ferred to as the Absolute Efficiency and Calculated Efficiency, respectively. The same trend

emerges when comparing configuration efficiencies as when comparing the heat transfer
rate amount (Fig 39.. TwistP1 has the highest efficiency, with TwistP2 and Leaf a close

second and third.
However, this study is not interested much in heat exchanger efficiency as in the

total amount of mass that reaches the liquefaction temperature of air. In Fluent it is pos
sible to calculate the total number of elements in a given temperature range. Histograms

were compiled of all seven configurations showing the percentage of elements in a given

temperature range, with the ranges below the liquefaction temperature highlighted in red

(Fig 43.). Because all the elements in the model are not the same size (e.g. there are sig
nificantly more elements in the thermal boundary layer close to the cold tube walls), these
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Figure 24. : Cutplot showing velocity magnitude contours and temperature gradient of 45°
model with Straight Edges

percentages cannot be translated into mass fractions. However, because all models used
the same mesh settings and parameters, it is possible to use these graphs to compare tube

configurations. When compiling all highlighted ranges, it is possible to compare the total
number of elements below the liquefaction temperature for each model (Fig 42.). Inter

estingly, these numbers do not show the same trend found when looking solely at average
outlet temperature or total heat transfer rate. The three straight angled tube configurations

only have around half as many elements below 64.5K as the other configurations tested.
Surprisingly, in addition to the Leaf and twisted tube models, the Brick configuration also

has a percentage of elements below 64.5K that is significantly higher than the angled tube
models. This may be due to portion of that model where the tubes are turned 90° to the
flow, which is able to more efficiently cool the flow than any of the angled tube models.
A similar trend between the Leaf, TwistP1, and TwistP2 models is seen when comparing

element percentages below 64.5K as when comparing total heat transfer rate and outlet
temperatures. However, the former shows that the Leaf configuration performs better than

TwistP2, which was not shown by simply looking at the average outlet temperature or total
heat transfer rate.
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Figure 25.: Cutplot showing Turbulent Kinetic Energy of 45° model with Straight Edges
Compared with 45° model with Curved Edges and 15° model

Figure 26.: Twisted Tube Flow Simulation Results showing Air Outlet Temperature
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Temp (K)

Figure 27.: Air Temperature across Outlet Surface of SolidWorks Flow Simulation model
of Straight Angled Tubes
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Figure 28.: Velocity and Temperature contours of Leaf Configuration
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Figure 29. : Velocity and Temperature contours of Brick Configuration
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Figure 30. : Velocity and Temperature contours of Leaf Configuration Cross-Section of
Twist P1
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Twist Pl, Brick: Velocity & Temperature

Figure 31.: Velocity and Temperature contours of Brick Configuration Cross-Section of
Twist P1
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Figure 32.: Velocity and Temperature contours of Leaf Configuration Cross-Section of
Twist P2
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Figure 33.: Velocity and Temperature contours of Brick Configuration Cross-Section of
Twist P2

Figure 34.: Turbulent Kinetic Energy Contours of Brick and Brick Cross-section of TwistP1
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Figure 35.: Straight Brick velocity component contours showing (a) Magnitude, (b) Radial
Velocity, (c) Tangential Velocity, and (d) Axial Velocity

Figure 36.: Straight Leaf velocity component contours showing (a) Magnitude, (b) Radial
Velocity, (c) Tangential Velocity, and (d) Axial Velocity
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Figure 37.: TwistP1 Brick velocity component contours showing (a) Magnitude, (b) Radial
Velocity, (c) Tangential Velocity, and (d) Axial Velocity

Figure 38.: TwistP1 Leaf velocity component contours showing (a) Magnitude, (b) Radial
Velocity, (c) Tangential Velocity, and (d) Axial Velocity
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18
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□ Total Qdot

Qdot Max

Figure 39.: Fluent Results showing Total Heat Transfer for each HX Configuration and
Total Possible Heat Transfer

□ Fluent Result

FS Result

-Liquefaction Temperature

Figure 40.: Fluent Results showing Average Air Outlet Temperature and Actual Air Lique
faction Temperature
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■ Total Qdot

□ Efficiency, Calculated

■ Efficiency, Absolute

Figure 41.: Fluent Results Efficiency and Heat Transfer Rate for Each Configuration
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Figure 42.: Percentage of Elements in Each Model Below Liquefaction Temperature
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Static Temperature (k)

Figure 43.: Histograms Showing the Percentage of Elements in Each Model at Tempera
tures below the Liquefaction Temperature of Air in Red
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
4.0.1

Key Findings
The goal of this work was to determine the heat exchanger performance of the orig

inal design was able to cool 100% of the specified mass flow down to its liquefaction tem
perature, and then to improve on that design. The initial findings found that increasing the

angle of the hydrogen tubes relative to the radial inlet air flow increased the heat transfer
rate to the air and decreased the average air outlet temperature. Then, twisted tube con
figurations were also tested. It was found that twisted tubes had higher heat transfer rates

and lower outlet temperatures than any of the straight tube configurations. However, when

comparing the percentage of elements in the computational simulation that reached tem
peratures at or below the liquefaction temperature, one of the straight tube configurations
(Leaf) performed better than the second twisted tube configuration. If ease of manufacture

becomes an issue when fabricating this heat exchanger, this last straight tube design may
be the most practical.
This project also compared results from two different computational fluid mechan

ics packages, SolidWorks Flow Simulation and ANSYS Fluent. Although Flow Simulation
was able to produce a rough estimate to compare heat exchanger designs through the aver

age air outlet temperature, Fluent was able to give more robust results such as the overall
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amount of heat removed from the air. In particular, the ability to see how many elements

were at temperatures at or below the liquefaction temperature gives the most accurate in
formation about model performance relevant to this study.

4.0.2

Future Work
Several more steps in the analysis could be completed before settling on a final

design for this heat exchanger. Two phase flow most likely needs to be modeled in Fluent
using a condensation model appropriate for this geometry. Additionally, the tube size and

cross-section was not varied during this study. A parametric study of the different tube

geometry variables will be necessary in order to optimize the heat exchanger design. This

work will be necessary before a proof-of-concept heat exchanger can be manufactured.
For the onboard flight applications of this technology, a compact heat would be
necessary to minimize the amount of extra weight added to the vehicle. Once a viable heat

exchanger design is established, a system study will need to be performed to determine if a
net benefit can be achieved with the bleed air cooling system. This, however, is outside the

scope of the current project where the focus is on the heat exchanger design.

The initial SolidWorks Flow Simulation models of the angled tubes showed that the

initial hydrogen mass flow set down in the test requirements document will not be adequate
to liquefy or substantially cool the air. However, the thermodynamics of the hydrogen flow

path were not the chief concern of this study. In particular, the pressure drop required to

push a large mass flow through such small tubes may be impractical for this particular
design. Further calculations and modeling will need to be done in order to determine the

correct hydrogen flow rate for this each exchanger.

Among the factors not taken into consideration in this study are the structural in
tegrity of a twisted tube design and other structural parameters present in the original heat

exchanger design. This work focused exclusively on the heat transfer and fluid mechanics
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of air traveling past tubes at very low temperatures. In order for this design to be viable,

proper calculations would need to be done to ensure that the twisted tubes do not buckle
or otherwise deform under stress. Additionally, novel manufacturing techniques would
likely be necessary in order to construct the twisted tubes, such as additive manufacturing

of metal. However, this work has been able to shed sufficient light on to the viability of the

original heat exchanger design and gives a clear path forward of improvements that can be
made to improve the design.
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